
SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK (2019-20) 

CLASS VI 

Kids, the much-awaited holidays are here yet again and it’s time to play and have 

fun!! We have planned for you some fun activities to make the optimum use of your 

energy and give a vent to your creativity so that you continue learning during the 

holiday break as well. So, get ready with some paper, scissors and let the magic 

unfold. Plan your work in a way that you finish well in time and enjoy with your 

family and friends. 

 Parents are requested to encourage their ward to do the homework 

independently. 

 They can support the child if he/she needs help. 

 Creativity and originality of the work will be appreciated. 

 Please make sure that your children are in touch with their text books during 

the vacation. Regular reading and revision must be a part of their daily routine.  

  Encourage your child to read as many story books as possible and help them 

to maintain a personal library. Take them to a book shop and allow them to 

buy books.  

  Converse with them in English and acquaint them with new words every day. 

ENGLISH 

  Read English newspaper daily. Choose two new words daily and write it in a 

notebook with its meaning. 

  Do reading practice and learn spellings 

  Learn full syllabus done till now 

  Ten pages of cursive writing 

  Write a diary entry on how you spend your holidays 

  Read any 5 stories based on moral values and write one story based on those 

moral values and make a nice cover for it 

SCIENCE 
 Solve and learn the assignment s of chapter 1 ,9,11 

 Learn and write science word , exercise, Assess SQA ,LQA and HOTS in 

separate notebook of chapter 1,9,11 

 Complete activity notebook . 

 Paste different types of fabrics in activity notebook 

 Paste pictures of different types of animals based on feeding habits in activity 

notebook. 



MATHS 

  Make a booklet of tables from 2to 19.learn them daily in fresh morning hours. 

  In a seperate notebook do all the try out and run through of chapter 1,2,9 

 In an Activity notebook do the 'lab Activities' of chapter 1,2 and project work 

of Chapter 9 

 Revise ch 1,2,9 

 Make a model using 3-D shape and complete chapter -13 in book. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

 Find out where some famous stupas are located in India. Paste their pictures 

and write few lines about the same. 

 Paste the pictures showing how wheel is used in different forms today. 

 Stone age man worshipped nature. Despite all the technological advancements 

we still worship nature. Describe about one festival celebrated to worship 

nature- Sun, Tree, Moon etc. 

 Paste pictures of any 5 dance forms, 5 dresses, 5 food, 5festivals of our country 

to show unity in diversity 

 Complete the table given on page 178 question 4. 

 Learn all the syllabus. 

 Write the name of 5 political parties and paste their party symbols. 

 

COMPUTER 

 
1)  Draw all flowchart symbols and write their names on A4 size sheet. 

2)  Learn Lesson 1-2.  
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